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ABSTRACT

Commercial TiN coatings of about 2 pm thickness on high speed steel substrates were
implanted at room temperature with 95 keV carbon ions at nominal doses between 1 x 1017

- 8xlO17 ions cm"2. Carbon ion implantation induced a significant improvement in ultra-
microhardness, friction coefficient and wear properties. The surface microhardness
increases monotonically by up to 115% until a critical dose <£crit is reached. Beyond this
dose the hardness decreases, but remains higher than that of unimplanted sample. A lower
friction coefficient and a longer transition period towards a steady state condition were
obtained by carbon ion implantation. The changes in tribomechanical properties are
discussed in terms of radiation damage and possible formation of a second phase rich in
carbon.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, more interest has been directed towards possibility of using ion beam
techniques to modify TiN hard coatings [1-4]. Our previous work [4] shows that argon
ion implanted TiN produces improvements in hardness, friction, wear and apparent
adhesion at all doses. Roos et ah [2] observed a low friction coefficient during break-in
corresponding to a lower fretting wear damage related to the carbon ion implantation.
They reported that part of the implanted carbon had diffused out from the gaussian-like
distribution towards the surface. Until now however, a complete understanding of the
dominating mechanism has not been achieved despite extensive studies in this area. In this
work, we investigate the effect of ion damage and report tribomechanical properties of
TiN after carbon ion implantation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

About 2 f*m thick TiN films were deposited on high speed steel substrate by PVD method
using a Balzers evaporation process. Carbon ion implantation was performed at room
temperature using 95 keV energy and with nominal doses of 1, 3, 5 and 8xlO17 ions
cm"2. Hardness measurements were carried out using a UMIS-2000 apparatus with a
Berkovitch pyramid of 0.2 ^m tip radius. Friction and wear tests were made using a pin-
on-disc machine (CSEM Tribometer) with a 3 mm sapphire ball sliding on the sample
under a load of 1 N. The sliding velocity was kept constant at 0.1256 m s~', while the
test was carried on till 25,000 cycles. The friction coefficient and wear measurements
were performed under the ambient of air at 51% relative humidity and the temperature of
22°C. The wear tracks were analysed using a Tencor Alphastep-250 instrument. The
influences of carbon implantation were confirmed using Rutherford back scattering (RBS).
RBS was performed in RMIT using 2 MeV He+ at a scattering angle of 110°.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ultra-low load microhardness indentation technique was used to study the mechanical
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properties in the near-surface region of TiN coatings. The results of microhardness
(measured at plastic penetration region ~ 100 nm) as a function of ion dose show an
increase by 40% to 115% after ion implantation (Fig. 1). Two hardness regimes are
observed as the implantation dose is increased. In region I, the hardness increases
monotonically with increasing dose. Above a critical dose <£crit, the hardness starts to
decrease, but still remains higher than the original unimplanted surface (region II). This
may be explained by the formation of an amorphous region as a sub-surface zone
enclosed within the crystalline but damaged substrate. This hardening behaviour as a
function of dose appears to be consistent with the model proposed by Burnett and Page
[5]. The increase in hardness in region I can be explained as radiation hardening: two
major classes of defect (the implanted ions themselves and radiation damage e.g.
interstitial/vacancy pairs) are introduced to hinder dislocation motion. The decrease in
hardness in region II from the maximum level observed at lower dose can be explained by
two possible mechanisms. One explanation is that the effect is similar to the decrease in
hardness observed in the late stages of precipitation hardening, i.e., the increased dose
causes growth of second phase (non-coherent) precipitates. Another possible explanation
involves radiation damage, the level of which rises as a result of displacements occurring
in response to "knock-on" collisions, which result in the formation of displacement spikes
whose cores may be amorphous. Each such spike will behave like a small second-phase
particle in an otherwise damaged matrix and interact with dislocations [6]. According to
this model the two mechanisms co-exist and complement each other.

Friction and wear measurements revealed remarkable differences between the unimplanted
and ion implanted TiN (Fig. 2). Three characteristic stages can be seen from unimplanted
sample (Fig. 2a): A running-in period in the first stage where the wear rate is very high
and the friction also changes rapidly due to a flat formation on the sapphire ball. In the
second stage, the wear rate is relatively small because of the changes in contact area;
After 7,200 cycles (136 m) the wear process reaches the third stage, a steady state
regime. In contrast to the steep running-in transition for unimplanted TiN, the sample
implanted at the lower dose (Fig. 2b) has a running-in period extended over a larger
number of cycles (about 3,000) and shows a lower friction coefficient value of 0.5. For
the highest dose sample, the running-in transition generating wear debris was delayed and
extended to 16,000 cycles, showing very low friction coefficient of 0.2. The modified
behaviour is most probably due to the carbon over-layer and the transition occurs after the
over-layer start removing [2]. Wear measurements taken after 25,000 cycles under
identical conditions show that after implantation the wear was reduced to 25% of the
unimplanted value (data not shown here). This measurement is consistent with the friction
data shown above.

The shift to lower energy of titanium edge from carbon implanted sample can be seen
from RBS spectra in Fig. 3. It revealed that the TiN surface is covered with carbon or
stabilised hydrocarbon layer as also suggested by Roos et al. [2] under totally different
conditions. RUMP simulation shows that an ultra-thin carbon layer of about 80 A is
present on the surface and that part of the implanted carbon has diffused from the
Gaussian-like profile towards the carbon-covered surface, forming a diffusion tail that
extends from the depth of implanted layer to the surface layer, so the high ability of wear
resistance can be partly attributed to this top-layer formation. The carbon atoms contained
at the region concentrated as a Gaussian-like profile make the implantation region
amorphous, these make the TiN surface hardening as mentioned above. In Fig. 3, the
spectrum of implanted sample shows much higher signal at channel 120. RUMP
simulation indicated that it is the overlap of substrate and TiN, and some mixed layers
existed between them. That means ion bombardment made TiN film thin (about 1.8
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SUMMARY

In conclusion, these results indicate that carbon implantation into TiN leads to an overall
improvement in tribological properties which is manifest in an increase in hardness by up
to 115%, a lower friction coefficient and a longer transition towards a steady state
condition. These improvements are due to the radiation damage and amorphous layer
(second-phase) formation. The presence of a carbon over-layer (80A thickness) and the
carbon distribution were also shown to influence the wear behaviour.
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Fig. I Surface hardness vs dose of carbon
ion implantation.
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Fig. 2 Friction coefficient vs number
of cycles in pin-on-disc tests.

Fig. 3 RBS spectra measured on a carbon ion
implanted TiN (8xl01 7 ions cm2) and the
unimplanted TiN.


